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Butler: Scholars gather to collaborate on cancer research. 
 
Hello everyone, I’m Kristina Butler and this is AcademiCast, brought to you by Texas 
Tech University.  

Last month, the Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center held the first-ever Cancer 
Symposium in Amarillo. The three-day event provided a forum for more than 100 
researchers and clinicians from across the Texas Tech University System to discuss 
ongoing research, exchange ideas, and consider new collaborative opportunities in cancer 
research. 

The Cancer Prevention and Research Institute of Texas, or CPRIT, created by the state 
legislature, will direct $3 billion in funding for cancer prevention and research over the 
next decade. So far, CPRIT has awarded 10 grants to the Health Sciences Center and 
three grants to Texas Tech University totaling $8.4 million. 

Dr. Taylor Eighmy, Texas Tech’s Vice President for Research, explains the 
collaboration. 

Eighmy: We have a great opportunity in Texas with CPRIT and the funding that it 
provides us for working on cancer prevention research. The fact that there is so much 
momentum about this in Texas means that we have a great opportunity ahead of us, and 
now more than ever before we need to be collaborating very closely with our colleagues 
in the Health Science Center.  

Butler: Keynote speaker for the welcome ceremony was Nobel Laureate and Chief 
Scientific Officer for CPRIT, Dr. Alfred Gilman. You can watch a video of his speech at 
www.youtube.com/academicsresearch. 

Dr. Kitty Harris is a talented faculty member in the College of Human Sciences. Her 
achievements have made her a notable integrated scholar here at Texas Tech. Provost 
Bob Smith has more with Dr. Harris. 
 
Smith: Universities nationwide have replicated the Collegiate Recovery Community 
developed by Texas Tech’s Center for the Study of Addiction and Recovery, where Dr. 
Kitty Harris serves as Director. The Center has worked to design the Collegiate Recovery 
Community to provide education and a supportive environment where students can 
overcome a variety of addictions. Dr. Harris collaborates with collegiate recovery 
communities across the country, many of which are modeled after Texas Tech’s 
community. Let’s here how Dr. Harris comments on the impact of these collaborations. 
 



Harris: Through all of our replication sites, we have formed a consortium to begin to 
collected data on these students, which is a gold mine. You know, what was your alcohol 
and drug abuse like? How old were you? What were your substances of choice? What 
interventions were done on you by family or friends? Did you go to treatment? So what 
we have done is pull all the schools together that currently have collegiate recovery 
communities operating. We’re actually on our second wave of data collection of those 
schools and the database is housed here at Texas Tech. We are the ones that are working 
with it, which is so exciting to have a national research project that is housed here at 
Texas Tech.  
 
Smith: Dr. Harris’s addiction recovery work and that of her colleagues—has garnered 
national attention for Texas Tech. The attention has included a CNN interview, a 2010 
book detailing the “in’s and out’s” of collegiate recovery communities and attention from 
federal officials from the Office of National Drug Control Policy and the U.S. 
Department of Education—all of whom attended a recent collegiate recovery conference 
at Texas Tech. Dr. Harris says one of the main goals is to use data already collected from 
Texas Tech and replication sites to secure funding for continuance of this important 
entity and effort. 
 
Harris: Our primary goal is to be able to use it to help secure some federal grants. So we 
will be able to use that as pilot data to show the importance of finding out, what is it 
about these collegiate recovery communities that actually make them work? Is it the 
student advising they get? Is it the fact that they have a comradery together? Is it based 
on the fact that we offer self-help and basis 12 step meetings here on campus? What is it 
that makes it work? And I think one of the things we want to look at it using that to gain 
some real stature in grant funding. I think the second thing is, is almost a program 
evaluation of looking. What is it that we are doing that works is the most important in the 
replication and recreating these.   
 
Smith: Dr. Harris has learned from her years of working with students that the ingredient 
that seems to make college recovery programs work best is student peers. Indeed, 
students seem to thrive when they have people like themselves helping overcome 
addictions.  
 
Harris: With the age group of young adults, what you have to really think about is what 
do they really need to really thrive and flourish in a collegiate environment. They need 
peers. And they need peers who are not drinking, and they need peers who are not using 
drugs, and they need peers that have found fun ways to have a good time chemically free. 
And all though there is a lot of support in the community and on the outside of any 
university setting, the real true heart of being a college student is the peer group.  
 
Smith: In addition to serving as director of the Addiction and Recovery Center, Dr. 
Harris is also the George C. Miller Family Regents Professor and associate dean for 
outreach and engagement in the College of Human Sciences, as well as a faculty member 
in both the Department of Applied and Professional Studies and the Honors College. 
Aside from her service at Texas Tech, Dr. Harris is involved in numerous community 



partnerships, including United Future Leaders and the Covenant Mind and Body 
Initiative. She is also the president of the Young Women’s Leadership Foundation Board 
and chairperson of the advisory council of the Talkington School for Young Women. Dr. 
Harris believes that it is vital for Texas Tech to maintain its commitment to outreach and 
engagement of our community. 
 
Harris: This semester I have a full teaching load, and I have a big research project going 
on. It’s hard to agree to go give a speech. It’s hard to go do a workshop. But I think as a 
university our attitude is about what we are here to give back. And I think as long as you 
approach service with the attitude that I’m learning a lot, and I have the opportunity to 
share a lot, its important that I give back.  
 
Smith: It is clear that Dr. Kitty Harris has what it takes to be an integrated scholar at 
Texas Tech. Her work in the classroom, research and commitment to the Addiction and 
Recovery Center, as well as her desire to serve the younger population in the South Plains 
community, are prime examples of why she is the academic “triple threat.” We would 
like to thank her for her great work as an integrated scholar at Texas Tech. Thanks for 
listening! I’m Bob Smith. 

Butler: Thanks, Dr. Smith. A new partnership between Case IH Agriculture, Lubbock’s 
Heritage Equipment and Texas Tech University will allow students in the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources to use some of the newest agricultural 
equipment available.  

Steve Oswalt is the research farm manager at Texas Tech’s Quaker Avenue Research 
Farm, which is a 130-acre farm that is home to anything from cotton and oil seed 
research to studies involving turf grass, corn, sorghum, peanuts and much more. Oswalt 
explains how the new equipment will benefit the farm and plant science research. 

Oswalt: What we do is row crop, as any farmer would do in today’s climate. Except we 
do research, so we have smaller equipment. Small plot research sometimes might be four 
rows wide and 30-feet long in 5-foot alleys, whatever it takes for the experimental design 
for the research. But we still plant and we cultivate and we prepare the land. So the 
farming practices are the same here as anywhere else.  
 
Butler: Oswalt says a major benefit is being able to drive new equipment with GPS 
capabilities, and, because the tractors are leased, the partnership also has financial 
benefits. I’m Kristina Butler for AcademiCast. 
 
 
 


